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All biological systems depend on signals for coordination: signals which pass information

among agents that run the gamut from cells to organisms. However, their very importance

makes signals vulnerable to subversion. How can a receiver know whether a signal is

honest or deceptive? In other words, are signals necessarily a reliable indicator of agent

quality or need? By drawing parallels to ecological phenomena ranging from begging by

nestlings to social insects, we investigate the role of signal degradation in cancer. We

thus think of cancer as a form of corruption, in which cells command huge resource

investment through relatively cheap signals, just as relatively small bribes can leverage

large profits. We discuss various mechanisms which prevent deceptive signaling in the

natural world and within tissues. We show how cancers evolve ways to escape these

controls and relate these back to evasion mechanisms in ecology. We next introduce

two related concepts, co-option and collusion, and show how they play critical roles

in ecology and cancer. Drawing on public policy, we propose new approaches to view

treatment based on taxation, changing the incentive structure, and the recognition of

corrupted signaling networks.

Keywords: signaling, corruption, deception, cancer, evolution, behavioral ecology, targeted therapy

1. INTRODUCTION

In an influential 1996 speech, the President of World Bank, James Wolfensohn, described
corruption as a cancer standing in the way of equitable development (Wolfensohn, 2005). Without
giving any biological details, he used the term “cancer” to stand in generically for a bad thing that
will expand if uncontrolled and is difficult to root out. In response, he prescribed what can be seen
as an international version of precision medicine: specific homegrown solutions for each country,
complemented by support from the World Bank for anticorruption fighters and withdrawal of
international support from corrupt governments.

In economic contexts, corruption is often defined as “the abuse of public office for private gain”
(Wedel, 2012), with the focus on the use of government offices with control of a limited resource
to demand bribes or tariffs from a second party (Levin and Tsirik, 1998) but can be extended to
include corruption such as embezzlement involving only a single individual (Boisvert et al., 2014).
Mathematical analysis began with Rose-Ackerman (Rose-Ackerman, 1975) who studied bribes
using game theory and emphasized the role of information availability and reliability. Despite some
special cases where corruption might “grease the wheels of commerce” by correcting distorted
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markets, the effects of corruption are widely agreed to be
destructive (Wei, 1999), as argued by Wolfensohn. Corruption
concentrates wealth and power in the hands of those with
access, reducing resources for the environment and the poor
(Joly, 2017).

The causes of corruption are perhaps as complex as those
of cancer, involving internal forces that parallel growth and
mutation, outside influences like colonialism that parallel
carcinogens or oncogenic viruses, and a history that parallels how
these forces develop in a tumor (Wedel, 2012). Incompetence
can create supply gaps to be filled by corruption, excessive or
ambiguous regulation might promote their evasion, recessions
can increase need and increase incentives for corruption, and
low pay or education of government officials might increase
temptation (Levin and Tsirik, 1998). Corruption occurs within
a complex social system, just as cancer occurs within the tightly
knit environment of a tissue, and is promoted by a lack of
transparency and accountability (Levin and Tsirik, 1998), but
also by the very social pressures that make societies function
(Kolokoltsov and Malafeyev, 2017). Once established, corruption
can spread like a contagion (Nekovee and Pinto, 2019) or, of
course, like a cancer.

Direct approaches to combating corruption address these
causes by promoting greater transparency or increasing pay and
training (Levin and Tsirik, 1998). More systemic approaches
look to institutions. The benefit of modular network structures
that can contain corruption in more isolated cells must be
balanced against the risk that isolated units could receive less
oversight (Luna-Pla and Nicolás-Carlock, 2020). In some cases,
disrupting the structure of established corruption networks
might even improve their functioning (Duijn et al., 2014).
Fighting corruption, like fighting cancer, must thus deal with the
Law of Unintended Consequences (Fisman and Golden, 2017).
As anyone who watches crime movies knows, the most difficult
corruption to detect and control goes all the way to the top, a
modern variant of the ancient question “But who will guard the
guardians?” (Hurwicz, 2007).

Here, we ask whether the metaphor of corruption as a cancer
can be inverted, and whether thinking of cancer as corruption
might provide new approaches to treatment. This thinking seeks
to extend the many ideas derived from cancer ecology (Pienta
et al., 2008; Gatenby et al., 2009; Korolev et al., 2014; Kareva,
2015) to a behavioral ecology framework that sees cancer as a
breakdown of the reliability of signaling and information transfer
needed to coordinate complex biological systems.

2. COMMUNICATION AND SIGNALING IN
BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

Coordination of complex biological systems, from cells and
tissues to societies, depends on reliable communication. This
communication underlies behaviors ranging from the intricate
intracellular signaling cascades that coordinate cell growth,
movement, and division (Alberts et al., 2014) to the “ballerina
dances” that male birds-of-paradise use to court females
(Wilts et al., 2014). Communication requires signals, pieces of

TABLE 1 | Glossary of key terms.

• Condition-dependent handicap: Low quality individuals must pay a greater

price to signal than high quality individuals

• Condition-dependent payoff: High need individuals receive a greater benefit

from signaling than low need individuals

• Corruption: Abuse of public office for private gain, or more broadly, a violation

of the public trust

• Deception: A difference in the receiver’s interpretation of a signal, upon which

it acts, and the state of the signaler

• Information: Stimulus that has meaning in some context for its receiver, here

typically the need, quality, or state of an individual

• Signal: A medium that transfers information from one individual (the signaler)

to another (the receiver)

information transmitted from a signaler to a receiver (Table 1
provides precise definitions of key terms used throughout this
paper). Signals can be chemical (cytokines in the immune
system), aural (begging calls of nestlings), or visual (skin coloring
of venomous snakes or body movements of courting birds).
Following (Otte, 1974), we define a signal as a trait that plays an
adaptive role through conveying information to other organisms.
Traits like body size do convey information, but we treat as
signals only whenmodified to alter perception through structures
like frills (Shine, 1990). We discuss the blurry line between
physical constraints and signals later.

Communication depends on the response of the signal
receiver. When a signal is reliable, the receiver can accurately
ascertain information about the state of the signaler. Drawing
upon (Searcy and Nowicki, 2005), we classify a signal as reliable
if: (1) a characteristic of the signal is consistently correlated
with some attribute of the signaler or environment and (2) if
receivers gain some benefit from having information about the
attribute. For instance, if the call of a male frog is consistently
correlated with its size and if knowing the size of male frogs
allows females to choose appropriate mates, the male frog call is
reliable. We define deception functionally, obviating the need to
assume cognitive underpinnings for deceptive behavior (Hauser,
1996). Again, following (Searcy and Nowicki, 2005), we define
deception as when (1) a receiver registers Y from a signaler, (2)
the receiver responds in a manner that benefits the signaler and
is appropriate if Y means X, but (3) it is not true that X is the
case. For example, in great tits (Møller, 2010) and many other
birds, alarm calls are sometimes given in the absence of predators
to induce competitors to move away from a food source.

More broadly, deception can be categorized into three classes:
exaggeration (use of a signal that differs from the corresponding
condition), lies (use of the wrong signal), or withholding
information (not signaling when appropriate) (Vehrencamp,
2009). Each of these is context-dependent. For example, if
every frog were to sing as if it were larger than its true size,
receivers could adjust their interpretation to accurately assess
them, canceling the effects of exaggeration andmaking deception
a function of the social environment. In this context, we think
of corruption as being of the network of communication itself,
such as when a government official conceals information to
demand bribes for access. One can think of counterfeit money
as a deceptive signal of value that corrupts the trust in the “legal
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tender” upon which the economy depends. Before taking on the
broader concept of corruption, we focus on the mechanisms
by which deception is deterred in ecology and in tissues. We
then describe how cancers can evolve to evade these checks
and relate these strategies to those used in ecology. Finally, we
describe how viewing cancer through the lens of corruption,
combined with appropriate mathematical models, can inspire
new treatment strategies.

3. DECEPTION DETERRENCE

Deception degrades the reliability of the communication system,
endangering the coordination on which complex systems
depend. The fable of The Boy Who Cried Wolf provides
a proverbial example. However, conflicts of interest between
signallers and receivers can favor degrading reliability, as
with alarm calls. How then can biological systems maintain
the integrity of communication (Searcy and Nowicki, 2005;
Vehrencamp, 2009)?

We review key mechanisms from behavioral ecology and
discuss their application to tissues. First, and perhaps most
obvious, biological systems can reduce or remove conflicts of
interest (Krakauer and Pagel, 1996). The high relatedness of
sterile worker ants within a colony and the segregation of
germ and somatic tissue play similar roles: individual ants
or cells gain no benefit from behaviors that fail to aid the
centralized reproduction of the collective. However, the ability
of many worker ants to lay unfertilized male eggs creates such
a conflict, creating a challenge for colony functioning (Monnin
and Ratnieks, 2001). Avoiding such genetic conflicts within the
nest favors loss of kin recognition and the use of colony odor
to distinguish nestmates from non-nestmates (Lenoir et al.,
2001). To avoid attack, workers emerge with minimal odor, and
are tolerated by older workers while they come to smell like
their colony. Slave-making ants use this necessary acceptance of
ambiguous workers to take over a colony. A queen from a slave-
making species can infiltrate a host colony, kill the existing queen,
and lay her own eggs to be taken care of by the accepting workers
(Buschinger, 2009).

In evolutionary ecology, costly signaling is perhaps the best-
known deterrence mechanism; a signal constrained in this way
is called a handicap signal (Vehrencamp, 2000). With condition-
dependent handicaps, low quality individuals pay a greater cost
to signal than high quality individuals. If the benefit for a
given signal intensity is identical for all signalers, the optimal
signaling level that maximizes the difference between signal
benefit and cost will be greater for high quality individuals
(Figure 1) (Grafen, 1990).

Ecologists have established many cases of this mechanism.
Territorial song by male birds is an energetically expensive and
time-consuming signal of physical state and territory quality.
Males with higher quality territories have more access to food,
and thus pay a lower cost to sing more frequently because
they need to dedicate less time to foraging. Experiments across
bird species have confirmed this prediction by modifying food
availability in male territories and quantifying changes in song

frequency (Hoi-Leitner et al., 1995; Manica et al., 2014). For
females, this signal then conveys reliable information about
which males can provide the best access to food and potentially
greater investment in offspring care (Rytkonen et al., 1997).
Signals play a key role in the other component of sexual selection,
male-male competition. In red deer, energetically costly roaring
contests use muscles and actions similar to those used in fighting
and thus provide reliable information to assess male fighting
condition (Clutton-Brock and Albon, 1979). In our own bodies,
cells may also use costly signals to display their phenotypic state
to other cells in competitive environments. During development
of the neural system and of eggs, for example, costly signals
identify the healthiest cells that should be maintained for the
good of the body despite the lack of a conflict of interest
(Krakauer and Pagel, 1996; Madan et al., 2018).

Costly signals of need follow a similar logic if the greatest
benefits accrue to those with the greatest need. If all signalers
pay the same cost to signal but differ in their benefit curves, we
expect the signaler with the higher benefit curve to maximize
fitness by signaling at a higher intensity (Figure 2). Birds provide
the well-studied example of begging by nestlings. A starving
nestling should receive a greater benefit from a morsel of food
than a well-fed nestling and will thus beg more intensely from
its parents who receive a reliable signal of need. Experimental
manipulation of hunger by artificial feeding or short-term
food deprivation in a variety of bird species has shown that
begging reliably signals short-term need (Sacchi, 2002; Watson
and Ritchison, 2018), with birds that were deprived of food
begging at significantly higher rates than those that were not
(Cotton et al., 1996; Kilner et al., 1999). In our cells, a similar
low benefit mechanism may help suppress uncontrolled cell
proliferation. Cells require growth factors to divide, and can
signal for these dependent on need. The larger array of internal
controls, including cell cycle checkpoints (Kastan and Bartek,
2004; Barnum and O’Connell, 2014), programmed cell death
(Elmore, 2007; Fuchs and Steller, 2011), and oncogene-induced
senescence (Gorgoulis and Halazonetis, 2010; Zhu et al., 2020)
mean that the effects of growth factors saturate. Like a fully fed
nestling, a cell that takes up massive amounts of growth factor
would grow no faster, removing selection for deceptive signaling.

These cost-benefit mechanisms are complemented by
enforcement. We thus distinguish the energetic or production
costs characteristic of condition-dependent handicaps from
externally imposed costs through punishment or retaliation.
With repeated interactions, if receivers can identify and
remember the sources of deceptive signals, they can discriminate
against them in the future and reduce or reverse the benefits
of deception (Searcy and Nowicki, 2005). This individually
directed skepticism can enforce signal reliability because the
benefit a signaler receives from one deceptive interaction can
be outweighed by the cost of lower receiver responses in the
future (Maynard-Smith, 1991; Silk et al., 2000). As we have
seen, some animals use false alarm calls to lure competitors
away from food. In an experiment with Richardson’s ground
squirrels, when the alarm calls of one squirrel were consistently
paired with the approach of a badger and the calls of another
squirrel were not, receiver squirrels displayed much higher
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FIGURE 1 | Lower signaling costs support higher signal intensities for high quality signalers (inspired by Johnstone, 1977). The black curve represents the fitness

benefit of signaling for a signaler. The blue curve represents the fitness cost of signaling for a low quality signaler: the cost of signaling increases rapidly with signal

intensity. The red curve represents the fitness cost of signaling for a high quality signaler: the cost of signaling increases more gradually with signal intensity. Signalers

will signal at an intensity that maximizes the difference between benefits and costs (indicated by blue and red stars). Because the cost curve is less steep for high

quality signalers, the intersection point will occur at a higher signal intensity.

FIGURE 2 | Higher signaling benefits support higher signal intensities for needy signalers (inspired by Johnstone, 1977). The black curve represents the fitness cost of

signaling for signalers. The blue curve represents the fitness benefit of signaling for a low need signaler: the benefits of signaling quickly saturate with signal intensity.

The red curve represents the fitness benefit of signaling for a high need signaler: the benefit of signaling saturates more gradually with signal intensity. Signalers will

signal at an intensity that maximizes the difference between cost and benefits (indicated by blue and red stars). Because the benefit curve saturates less quickly for

high need signalers, the intersection point will occur at a higher signal intensity.

levels of vigilance to the alarms of the honest squirrel than to
the dishonest one (Hare and Atkins, 2001). Similar results have
been seen in vervet monkeys (Cheney and Seyfarth, 1988) and

food calls in domestic chickens (Evans and Evans, 2002). One
could speculate that the lack of alarm calls in the gregarious
zebra finch could be the endpoint of this breakdown, where
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TABLE 2 | Mechansisms of maintaining signal reliability in ecology and in tissues.

Prevention mechanism Ecological example Tissue homeostasis

Eliminate conflict of interest High relatedness Segregation of germ plasm

Signal costs Song output Signaling complexity

Signal benefits Begging Checkpoint controls

Enforcement Testing through conflict Immunological surveillance

Physical constraints Vocalization frequency PAMPs and TLRs

birds have abandoned such calls to be replaced by visual cues
(Butler et al., 2017).

Instead of removing the benefit of deception, receivers could
directly retaliate against deceptive signalers. For example, the
highly variable black clypeus patterns on the female paper
wasp Polistes dominulus strongly predict body size and social
dominance (Tibbetts and Dale, 2004). Specifically, wasps with
no marks or single marks are less aggressive and defer to the
more aggressive wasps that have “broken” facial patterns (Clark
and Kimbrough, 2017). However, the reliability of this signal is
constantly tested in contests between wasps. Experimental results
show that wasps with experimentally altered clypeus patterns
(deceptive signalers) received considerbly more aggression from
rivals and were less able to establish dominance relationships,
suggesting that a mismatch between signal and state causes social
punishment (Tibbetts and Dale, 2004; Tibbetts and Izzo, 2010).
The constant testing of host tissues for self-antigens such as
MHC and proteins like decay-accelerating factor that regulates
the complement system quickly identifies any cells that fail to
provide appropriate signals. Immunological memory serves as
a form of repeated interaction. When a tissue is exposed to an
antigen on several occasions, the host produces memory B and
T cells that enable a more rapid and effective adaptive immune
response to subsequent antigen insults (Janeway et al., 2001).

Most simply, physical constraints can prevent deceptive
signaling (Vehrencamp, 2000) if signal intensity is tightly
correlated with the quality being signaled, and cannot be
faked (Maynard-Smith and Harper, 2003). For example, the
frequency of vocalization depends on the size of vocal folds
in vertebrates, which in turn depends on body size. This size-
frequency allometry has been experimentally confirmed across
many mammalian species, from primates to carnivores (Morton,
1977; Schmidt-Nielsen, 1984; Bowling et al., 2017). If body
size is a marker for male quality, females can use vocalization
frequency signals to choose the best mate (Glaudas et al.,
2020). Similarly, song repertoire size in great reed warblers is
an index of age, with older males having a greater repertoire
size (Hasselquist, 1994). However, no correlation is perfect,
and any trait that allows a signaler to sound larger without
being larger would be favored, leading to a shift in the whole
signal. In the context of tissue homeostasis, pathogens may carry
signals (pathogen-associated molecular patterns or PAMPs) as
seemingly essential parts of their physical structure, such as LPS
in the cell wall of gram negative bacteria or a production of
double-stranded RNA during replication of most RNA viruses
(Maverakis et al., 2015). These PAMPS are reliably recognized

by innate mechanisms of the immune system, such as toll-like
receptors (TLRs), triggering an immune response. (Kumar et al.,
2011). Of course, pathogens have no interest in signaling their
presence, and have evolved many ways to modify or conceal
these signals. Similarly, as we will see, cancer cells may modify
their cell surface markers to hide from immune cells. More
simply, pathogens, by definition, damage their hosts and this
physical damage creates an unambiguous signal. A summary of
these prevention mechanisms and examples in ecology and tissue
homeostasis is captured in Table 2.

4. ORIGINS OF CORRUPTION AND THE
MAINTENANCE OF CANCER

When signaling systems include conflicts of interest between
signalers and receivers, the reliability of communication
is in constant flux. Cancers emerge by corrupting these
control measures perhaps first and foremost by creating a
conflict of interest within a tissue. Even when control begins
to unravel, as seems inevitable with aging (Martincorena
et al., 2015), mechanisms based on costs, benefits, repeated
interactions, enforcement, and constraints can maintain effective
communication. But breakdown of the systems through
systematic deception or evasion is always possible. In this
section, we outline the ways cancers have evolved to partially or
completely circumvent each of these deterrencemechanisms, and
relate these evasion strategies back to ecology.

We begin by proposing that evasion of high cost and low
benefit mechanisms is central to the rise of corruption in cancer.
For costs, we propose that there are three main types: internal
regulation, external enforcement, and energetic costs. Internal
regulation refers to internal controls that cells have to govern
proliferation such as cell-cycle checkpoints and oncogene-
induced senescence. External enforcement describes interactions
of cancer cells with other agents in their microenvironment, most
notably immune cells. Energetic costs refer to the actual costs cells
incur to grow and divide, including ATP, pathway intermediates,
and synthesis of critical molecules. We here focus on the
energetic costs of cells and consider internal regulation and
external enforcement later. Assume there are two agents identical
in quality, but differing in the cost of signaling (Figure 1). The
individual with a lower signaling cost would be expected to signal
at higher intensities and benefit from this cost differential in a
deceptive fashion. Similarly, if one individual receives a higher
benefit from signaling, we expect this individual to signal at
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a higher intensity (Johnstone, 1977; Grafen, 1990). In cancer,
we hypothesize that both of these cases occur, resulting in an
“exaggeration” evasion mechanism.

In order for a cell to divide or secrete growth factors for
example, the coordination and contribution of a multitude of
signaling components are needed. These components are tightly
regulated through both environmental and intracellular factors
to ensure that the cell does not divide at an inappropriate time.
However, in cancer, due to the presence of oncogenes, these
signaling components can be overexpressed or constitutively
active, removing the need to meet certain intracellular or
extracellular conditions and leading to uncontrolled levels of
proliferation. For example, MYC codes for c-Myc, which induces
cellular proliferation (Dang, 2012; Tansey, 2014). Normally, it
becomes activated upon receiving mitogenic signals like serum
stimulation, Wnt, Shh, or EGF via the MAPK/ERK pathway
(Campisi et al., 1984). However, in many cancers, most notably
in Burkitt’s lymphoma, Myc is constitutively expressed. This
removes the need for the cells to receive external serum
stimulation or expend energy to produce these signals, leading to
increased expression of many downstream genes that govern cell
proliferation (Finver et al., 1988). Similar situations occur with
NFκB and STAT3, key players in cell proliferation, apoptosis,
migration, and angiogenesis. Normally, these are activated by
a plethora of cytokines and growth factors; however, due to
constitutive activation in cancer, the cells do not need to invest in
the production of these cytokines and growth factors to activate
them, reducing the cost of proliferation, movement, and blood
vessel recruitment (Garcia et al., 2001; Nagel et al., 2014). More
generally, cancer cells seem to operate with a greater degree of
modularity; rather than having tightly integrated gene signaling
networks, pathways may act more independently of each other,
and thus avoiding some of the energetic costs involved in growth
and division.

Quite generally, cancers escape by removing the controls that
create saturating benefits. When cells lose tumor suppressors
such as Rb, they can grow more quickly for a given amount of
nutrient or growth factor, while a normal cell would be prevented
from dividing too quickly. Cancer cells that acquire mutations
to signal at higher intensities would then grow more quickly,
creating selection for deception (Vehrencamp, 2009). One can
see these cancer cells as exaggerating their phenotypic state and
need for growth and division factors. Cancer cells can also evade
saturating benefits by modifying their metabolic pathways. Most
cancers exhibit the Warburg effect, the use of glycolysis rather
than oxidative phosphorylation to generate ATP (Liberti and
Locasale, 2016). Although glycolysis is less efficient at generating
ATP, it creates more intermediates for biosynthetic and anabolic
purposes (e.g., through the pentose phosphate pathway) and
greater metabolic flexibility (e.g., catabolism of macromolecules)
when nutrients are limited (Vander Heiden et al., 2009). This
production of proteins, amino acids, and lipids is crucial for
proliferation. Unlike normal cells whose proliferation is partially
constrained, intrinsically and extrinsically, by the rate at which
they can produce molecules needed for growth and division,
cancer cells can rapidly produce those needed molecules. One
example of subversion of enforcement of honesty through the

saturating benefit mechanism in ecology, cowbirds lay their eggs
in the nests of other often smaller birds, and continue to beg and
grow far beyond their hapless nestmates (Dearborn, 1998).

Even the most tightly knit societies, such as social insects,
have interaction intensity vastly exceeded by that of cells in
a body. Due to the huge number of cells in the body or in
a tumor, individual cells are not encountered multiple times
and remembered. However, the whole tumor does present
novel antigens in the context of damage, triggering an immune
response. Cancers capitalize on one essential feature of this
response, T cell exhaustion. If the immune system indefinitely
attacked every repeated challenge, autoimmunity would be
almost unavoidable in the face of low level inflammation.
When faced with slow-growing tumors, immune cells interact
repeatedly with antigens on the surface of cancer cells, promoting
the progressive loss of function of effector T cells (Wherry, 2011;
Schietinger and Greenberg, 2014). In addition, when chronically
exposed to antigen, tumor-specific T cells develop an increased
expression of many inhibitory receptors such as PD-1 and
CTLA-4 and an altered cellular metabolic and transcriptomic
profile. As a result, these T cells have lowered proliferation,
effector cytokine secretion, and cytolytic activity, aiding tumor-
immune escape (Jiang et al., 2015; Catakovic et al., 2017; Zhang
et al., 2020). Tumor cells amplify these natural controls in at
least two ways, first by reducing expression of class I MHC
(Vinay et al., 2015) (a form of deception through withholding
information) and through production or induction of production
of immune suppressing signals like PDL1 (Cha et al., 2019). As
described earlier, slave-making ants and certain beetles capitalize
on the tolerance workers show to bland-smelling intruders
(Geiselhardt et al., 2007).

Finally, cancers find ways to evade even the physical
constraints that prevent deception. Normally, immune cells
circulate through the body, detect, and destroy malignant or
premalignant cells in a process called immune surveillance
(Swann and Smyth, 2007). They do so by identifying tumor-
specific antigens that are present on a cancer cell’s surface, which
triggers killing of the cancer cell through such mechanisms
as release of cytotoxic molecules like granzymes and perforin
(Tsukumo and Yasutomo, 2018). Tumors use many signal
corrupting mechanisms to avoid the immune system, including
the release of immunosuppressive cytokines (Seliger, 2005)
and recruiting regulatory T cell function (Zindl and Chaplin,
2010). Cancer cells can also mask their identity through the
modification of antigen presentation (Vinay et al., 2015). In
particular, cancer cells can downregulate MHCI expression (the
molecule used to present antigens to the immune system) or lack
the requisite costimulatory molecules for antigen presentation.
In this way, the cancer cell becomes invisible to the T cells, which
cannot recognize it as “non-self.”

Cancer cells can also gain a competitive advantage over
neighboring cells by modifying their expression of certain
membrane proteins. Cell selection based on “fitness fingerprints”
is used in development and maintenance to identify and
eliminate cells with low fitness relative to their neighboring
cells (Madan et al., 2018). The membrane bound protein Flower
has different isoforms termed “Win” and “Lose” to signal cell
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TABLE 3 | Mechanisms of evasion in ecology and cancer.

Prevention mechanism Evasion mechanism Ecological example Cancer example

Eliminate conflict of interest Mutation Worker reproduction Uncontrolled growth

Signal costs Exaggeration Cowbird begging Oncogenes

Signal benefits Exaggeration Cowbird begging Loss of tumor suppressors

Enforcement Withholding information Social insects T cell exhaustion

Physical constraints Lies Flock foraging Immune-evasion markers

quality. Cells that express high levels of Lose isoforms are
marked as low fitness and, if surrounded by cells expressing
high levels of Win isoforms, are eliminated (Madan et al., 2019).
This process allows the body to delay aging (Merino et al.,
2015), prevent developmental malformation (Merino et al., 2013,
2015), and replace old tissues during regeneration (Moreno
et al., 2015). However, this cell selection mechanism can be
hijacked by premalignant cancer cells, which upregulate Win
isoform expression regardless of cell quality, to gain a competitive
advantage at the expense of neighboring stromal cells that express
the Lose isoform, increasing the cancer cell’s proliferative and
metastatic potential (Madan et al., 2019).

Cancer cells avoid a different physical constraint through the
loss of contact inhibition. Non-cancerous cells initiate cell cycle
arrest and reduce proliferation and mitogen signaling pathways
when cellular density is too high and cells are in contact with
each other, regardless of their cellular metabolism or extracellular
factors (Levine et al., 1965). However, this response is weakened
in cancer cells, allowing them to proliferate uncontrollably
and grow on top of each other, leading to the high density
characteristic of solid tumors (Pavel et al., 2018). We summarize
of the evasion strategies associated with each of these prevention
mechanisms along with examples in ecology and cancer in
Table 3.

5. COUSINS OF CORRUPTION

Two related concepts enhance the danger of cancer corruption:
co-option and collusion. co-option means diverting resources
or assistance in roles different from usual, and instead adopting
them for one’s own sake. Cancer cells can co-opt normal cells in
the tumor microenvironment to work for them. Viewing cancer
as “the wound that never heals” (Hua and Bergers, 2019) reveals
this process: the chronic inflammation that often accompanies
cancer progression brings with it a variety of inflammatory agents
which can lead to the infiltration and activation of different
myeloid cells such as macrophages that contribute to growth
(Schmid and Varner, 2012; Stegelmeier et al., 2019). Thus, the
physical damage that should be an unambiguous signal of danger
is not concealed but is instead turned to the tumor’s own
advantage. As part of this process, some cancer cells release
cytokines that promote polarization of nearby immune cells to
a pro-tumor role, dampening the anti-tumor immune response
and stimulating cancer cell survival and proliferation (Cheng
et al., 2019; Strauss et al., 2020). Immune cells can promote
cancer progression through an “angiogenic switch” by producing

proteases, proteins that break down the extracellular matrix, that
in turn can activate latentmolecules to drive angiogenesis (Ribatti
et al., 2007; Baeriswyl and Christofori, 2009). Furthermore, recent
evidence in the context of breast cancer suggests that metastatic
cancer cells can induce regression of normal non-cancerous
cells in their local environment into a stem-like state, further
promoting tumorigenesis (Ombrato et al., 2019). In ecology,
some forms of sexual selection co-opt prior preferences, such as
those of female birds for brightly-colored fruit, to create attractive
males (Ryan et al., 1990). As we have seen, brood parasitism
provides an example of how one species co-opts another. Brood
parasites like cuckoos and cowbirds manipulate a host to care for
their offspring, leaving them with time and energy to spend on
feeding and producing more offspring (Dearborn, 1998). Egg-
dumping is common within species, where individuals again
co-opt the parental care instincts of others (Yom-Tov, 1980).

When corruption becomes systemic, multiple individuals
can work together in complementary roles and collude to
garner resources and subvert the signaling environment. Cancer
cells, both within and among tumors, can “collude” by
exchanging information, such as RNA, DNA, and proteins,
through exosomes and other mechanisms (Li et al., 2006; Hough
et al., 2017; Maziveyi et al., 2019). Although far from fully
understood, the proteins, metabolites, and nucleic acids delivered
in this way are thought to facilitate survival, differentiation,
and proliferation, promote angiogenesis and wound healing,
contribute tometastasis andmigration, and reprogrammetabolic
profiles of receiving cells (Kalluri and LeBleu, 2020). For
example, cancer cells in hypoxic conditions secrete exosomes
with increased angiogenic and metastatic potential to engineer a
more favorable environment or move to a new one (Park et al.,
2010). Exosomes from tumor cells mediate the metastasis of
cancer to distant organs through uptake by resident cells that
prepare the pre-metastatic niche (Hoshino et al., 2015). Poly-
aneuploid cancer cells (PACCs) are a recently discovered form of
collusion in cancer. During times of microenvironmental stress,
aneuploid cancer cells can fuse together to form PACCs, entering
a state of quiescence or reversible therapy-induced senescence to
protect their genome and avoid apoptosis (Pienta et al., 2021).
Due to their high levels of genomic content, PACCs that enter
the cell cycle and divide into non-polyploid cells can produce
new phenotypic variants of cancer cells that contribute to cancer
heterogeneity and lethality (Bukkuri et al., under review; Bukkuri
et al., under preparation).

In ecology, “collusion” is usually seen as cooperation that
does not subvert the existing order, such as food sharing among
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TABLE 4 | Hallmarks of cancer and escape mechanisms viewed through the lens

of corruption.

Hallmark of cancer Escape mechanism

Deregulating cellular energetics Modification of costs and benefits within cells

Sustaining proliferative signaling False signals of need

Evading growth suppressors Evasion of signals of control

Avoiding immune destruction Evasion of enforcement: false or concealed

information

Enabling replicative immortality Evasion of physical constraint through

telemorase

Tumor-promoting inflammation Increasing access to resources through signals

of need

Activating invasion & metastasis Corrupting distant tissues and colluding to

enhance invasion

Inducing angiogenesis Exaggerated signals of need

Genome instability and mutation Corruption of control systems maintaining cell

integrity

Resisting cell death Evasion of control signals

vampire bats (Carter and Wilkinson, 2013). Coalitions of males
working together to oust an existing leader is perhaps closer to
the human sense of the term, but hardly subverts an already
violent social order (De Waal and Waal, 2007). The “dear
enemy” effect, where neighboring territory owners cooperate by
reducing aggression (Temeles, 1994) is not a breakdown of the
territorial system itself, but a modification through cooperation
that can even enhance defense against intruders (Detto et al.,
2010). One could view sexual reproduction as a form of genetic
collusion. Similar to the mixing of genetic material in the
PACC state through cell fusion that produces increased heritable
variation, many asexually reproducing species engage in sexual
recombination when under stress, ranging from the crustacean
Daphnia magna that produces males and sexual eggs when
facing high population density, starvation, or bacterial infection
(Kleiven et al., 1992; Mitchell et al., 2004) to the perennial herb
Trifolium repens that increases investment in sexual reproduction
when subject to herbivory. As an interesting parallel with cancer,
this response was observed solely in sensitive plants and not
resistant ones (Griffiths and Bonser, 2013). This view of cancer
as a corruption of the signaling system aligns remarkably well,
although not perfectly, with the established hallmarks of cancer
(Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011) (Table 4).

6. TREATMENT: CARROT OR STICK?

Does viewing cancer through the lens of signaling and corruption
help us design treatments? Our goal is to re-establish the broken
control system, either through some form of punishment (the
stick) in parallel with strengthening enforcement mechanisms,
or restoring the incentive structure created by costs and benefits
of signaling so that the corrupt behavior is no longer beneficial
(the carrot).

6.1. The Stick: Punishing Corruption
One way to abolish corruption is by punishing corrupt behavior
directly, including regulation and taxation. Regulation takes

many forms in the body, both within and across cells, such as
the immune system detecting cancer cells by their novel antigens
and destroying them. Immunotherapies, drugs that boost the
immune system, can restore regulation often weakened through
deceptive signals by the cancer. In this section, we focus instead
on taxation. In society, taxes are a tool of the public sector to
guide behavior in socially preferred ways, which has no direct
parallel in the self-organized and decentralized body. We here
think of taxation as having been guided by natural selection that
has evolved policies to control corrupt actors much as laws and
societies constantly develop and learn to achieve the same ends.
In both cases, corrupt actors almost by definition are not playing
by the rules, and can findways to change their strategy to evade or
subvert the strategies, as the constant effort to suppress new forms
of tax fraud illustrates. However, such fraud requires altered
behaviors, such as hiring clever lawyers and fixers, that create
inefficiencies that parallel the costs of developing drug resistance.

We begin with two brief examples of the unintended
consequences of anti-corruption efforts in public policy (Fisman
and Golden, 2017). Due to rampant cheating on high school
exit exams in Romania, security cameras were introduced to
monitor students and teachers. Although cheating overall was
reduced, the policy disproportionately impacted the poorer
students because more affluent students were able to bribe
the enforcers individually without having to engage in more
detectable collusion like poorer students (Borcan et al., 2017).
In Ghana, the placement of observers at select polling locations
did succeed in reducing fraud at these locations, fraudulent
activity increased in neighboring, unobserved polling locations.
These examples illustrate two key points: (1) anti-corruption
measures can disproportionately impact certain groups and (2)
anti-corruption efforts are always under threat of subversion
by corrupt actors who find a way to modify their behavior to
evade them.

A related challenge arises with the use of targeted therapies
to treat cancer. Targeted therapies, from monoclonal antibodies
to small molecule inhibitors, have been at the forefront of the
precision medicine revolution, promising effective treatments
tailored to each patient’s unique genetic profile. In contrast
to chemotherapy that affects all rapidly dividing normal and
cancerous cells, targeted therapies attack pathways specifically
associated with the patient’s cancer. This reduces side effects and
should bemore potent than standard chemotherapy. Like specific
anti-corruption policies however, targeted therapies only attack
a specific form of corruption, and cancer cells can modify their
corruption strategy throughmutation or plasticity to avoid effects
of the drug, creating an opportunity to evade the treatment.
In a simple graphical model, an untreated cancer might grow
most quickly with a particular pathway tuned to an intermediate
value (Figure 3). Chemotherapy (blue line) reduces growth of
all cells below that needed for replacement (dashed gray line).
Targeted therapy (red line) lowers growth of the most rapidly
growing phenotype even further, but leaves a window of escape
for corrupt cells.

As an example, trastuzumab is a targeted therapy for
HER2+ breast cancer (Slamon et al., 2001). Despite being
initially highly effective, the majority of patients still experience
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FIGURE 3 | Hypothetical fitness landscape in response to therapy. The black curve represents the fitness of the cancer cells in the absence of therapy, which is

maximized for an intermediate value of some pathway trait. Targeted therapy, represented by the red curve, greatly diminishes the fitness of cancer cells with

intermediate trait values. However, in so doing, it leaves room for cancer cells with more extreme trait values to survive. The blue curve depicts the effects of

chemotherapy, which broadly reduces the fitness of all cells below a critical threshold, although not as dramatically as the targeted therapy on cells with intermediate

trait values.

disease progression within 1 year (Ellis and Hicklin, 2009).
This resistance emerges through a disturbingly wide array
of mechanisms: (1) mutation of the HER2 target to prevent
binding of the drug, (2) upregulation of downstream signaling
pathways, (3) upregulation of alternate growth factor signaling
pathways, and (4) inhibition of immune-mediated mechanisms
(Pohlmann et al., 2009). Imatinib was one of the first targeted
therapies, proving highly effective against BCR-ABL, a gene
highly overexpressed in almost every case of chronic myeloid
leukemia (Ellis and Hicklin, 2009). In this case, resistance
could be caused by (1) amplification of the BCR-ABL target,
(2) mutations in the BCR-ABL domain to prevent binding of
the drug, and (3) the emergence of BCR-ABL independent
pathways for signal transduction (Milojkovic and Apperley,
2009). Although targeted therapies can more efficiently kill
cancer cells while sparing healthy cells, they disproportionately
affect sensitive cells and provide opportunities for evolution of
new strategies that bypass the drug’s target molecule. Traditional
chemotherapy which simply targets rapidly dividing cells may
thus be more effective at keeping up with the cancer cell’s
evolution, recalling Haldane’s wonderful remark “It is much
easier for a mouse to get a set of genes which enable it to resist
Bacillus typhimurium than a set which enable it to resist cats”
(Lederberg, 1999).

In this context, we propose viewing cancer treatment as a
form of taxation. In order for cells to continue to survive and
proliferate under treatment, they must pay some cost, or tax, by
developing a mechanism of drug resistance. This can take forms
that include spending energy to upregulate production of the
target molecule or utilizing a less energetically efficient signaling
pathway to grow and divide. In economic terms, targeted
therapies act on elastic goods, goods that can be easily replaced by
alternatives if prices rise. Because targeted therapies focus on one
small aspect of complex, multi-agent signaling pathways, cancer
cells can evade the tax by shifting to an alternative. In contrast,
standard chemotherapies affect all rapidly dividing cells, agnostic
of the specific form of corruption of cancer cells. Thus, cancer
cells are left with the option of dividing less, exactly as we hope,
or mutating to defend against the drug’s effects, such as through
drug anti-porters (Lage et al., 1999; Tawbi and Buch, 2010; Jiang
et al., 2011), defective apoptotic pathways (Bedikian et al., 2006),
or the upregulation of survival signals (Lev et al., 2003). To
continue our economic analogy, chemotherapy acts on inelastic
goods, such as gasoline, whose consumption does not change
much as a function of price. Rather than switching to an alternate
pathway, standard chemotherapy forces cells to pay a price to
continue using the same pathways for growth and division. A
narrowly targeted tax is more effective when it works, but is easier
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to evade, while a broad tax affects the whole economy but is
more difficult to avoid. With cancer, these arguments for and
against traditional chemotherapy or targeted therapies depend
on how quickly the cancer can evolve or alter behavior to escape
treatment (Bukkuri et al., under review).

6.2. The Carrot: Changing Incentives
An alternative approach to prevent corruption changes the
incentive structure to remove the benefits of corrupt behavior.
In cancer, there are many ways to change the incentive structure
to reduce the benefit of rapid proliferation. We discuss three
approaches: oncogene-induced senescence (OIS), traditional
chemotherapy, and the sucker’s gambit. Although OIS can play
both pro- and anti-tumor roles (Gorgoulis and Halazonetis,
2010; Liu et al., 2018), we focus on its role in suppressing
excessive cell proliferation by arresting the cell cycle upon
recognition of aberrant oncogenic signaling (Zhu et al., 2020).
This effectively removes, or even reverses, any incentive to divide
faster. This layer of control must be weakened by mutation or
aging before oncogenes are selectively favored, and therapies
that could restore or replace these controls could thus obviate
the growth advantage of cancer cells. Chemotherapy that targets
rapidly dividing cells provides a crude way to replace these
controls, but at the cost of significant off-target side effects and
evolution of resistance. The most explicit therapeutic use of
this approach is the sucker’s gambit (Merlo et al., 2006), which
changes the selection pressures and incentive structures to select
for phenotypes which are easier to treat. For example, increasing
the concentration of glucose in a microenvironment changes
the underlying incentive structure to favor cancer cells with
high levels of GLUT1 receptors. Following this, administering
glucose starvation or GLUT1 inhibitor treatment can force
these cells to pay high and sometimes lethal costs for the
production and maintenance of these receptors (Bukkuri and
Brown, under review). Because cancer cells are short-sighted,
successive administration of therapies that impose opposite
evolutionary selection pressures on cancer cells can be effective.
In ecology, conservation biologists seek to avoid “ecological
traps,” where species choose poor habitats when faced by novel
species or habitat modifications (Schlaepfer et al., 2002), but such
traps could tempt unwanted species and help with their control.

Treatment necessarily alters the benefit structure, and ideally
can be used to sucker cancers into traps. One goal of modern
therapies is to weaken the benefits of evolving resistance or
evasion of therapy. We see analogies to education and public
policy realms. Campbell’s law states that the more a quantitative
social marker is used for social decision making, the more
it becomes subject to corruption that distorts the very social
process it is intended to monitor (Campbell, 1979). For example,
standardized testing can provide valuable information on student
performace, but only when teaching is aimed at general
competence. However, these quantitative measures soon became
goals of the teaching process, subject to corruption that can
actively degrade learning (Campbell, 1979). Schools and teachers
face immense pressures to produce high test scores, particularly
when tied to funding and bonuses (Nichols and Berliner, 2007),
leading to “teaching to the test” (Popham, 2001) and elimination

of subjects like social studies, music, foreign languages, and art
from curricula (Byrd and Varga, 2018). These high stakes tests
promote cheating, as discussed in the last subsection (Nichols
and Berliner, 2007), and high-priced preparatory classes taken
by students from more privileged backgrounds (Alon, 2009;
Buchmann et al., 2010). Alternatives include more individualized
assessments like portfolios (Kamenetz, 2015). We propose that
the way that we assess cancers and choose treatments might be
susceptible to Campbell’s law. What if cancers start “growing to
the test” and conceal their true size or state because it evades
our treatment, almost the same way that cancer can evade
immune responses?

7. DISCUSSION

If thought of narrowly as bribery, corruption provides a
poor model for cancer. However, we argue that corruption
is less about transfer of resources and more about breaking
the communication system and disrupting the reliability of
communication. In this sense, corruption is a violation of public
trust (Wedel, 2012), the trust in signal integrity that any complex
system relies on for coordination.

Evolutionary ecologists have identified five mechanisms that
maintain the integrity of signaling systems: reduction of conflict
of interest, costly signaling, saturating benefits, enforcement, and
physical constraints. Each of these is paralleled in the body,
and thus must be degraded by a surviving cancer. We propose
examples of each of these mechanisms in ecology and in the
body, and how they can be subverted. This approach provides an
alternative view of the hallmarks of cancer.

We think this view proposes several directions for therapy,
all of course building on prior work and ideas. First,
rather than focusing on a single corrupted signal, we could
use comprehensive approaches to recognize cancer through
disrupted signaling (Krakauer and Pagel, 1996). Potentially
dangerous lying, for example, can be recognized through the
“too many details” that liars pile on to convince themselves and
others (De Becker and Stechschulte, 1997). Cancer cells do not
send off a carefully orchestrated set of consistent signals, but a
welter of chemical noise that could be recognized through its
very incoherence (Sur et al., 2019). From this recognition, we
might be able to find ways to treat the resulting corruption of
the communication network. The disappointing performance of
VEGF inhibitors in effectively controlling cancer as monotherapy
(Comunanza and Bussolino, 2017), for example, could reflect the
challenge of placing such signal-disrupting therapies in the full
context of the network.

By viewing cancer therapy as a public policy problem, we
propose two main ways to combat corruption in our body:
punishing corruption directly (the stick), changing the incentive
structure so corrupt behavior is not favored (the carrot). As
punishment, we focus on treatment as a form of taxation,
showing how the very specificity and effectiveness of targeted
therapies might make them subject to escape: the cancer
equivalent of tax evasion. We advocate for careful consideration
of the evolvability of the cancer when deciding whether to
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administer traditional chemotherapy or targeted therapies. In
the case of altering the incentive structure, we describe how
oncogene-induced senescence and traditional chemotherapy can
change the incentives for cancer cells to proliferate rapidly.
We highlight how a sucker’s gambit therapeutic strategy can
combine these two approaches, tempting cancers with a carrot
and then slamming them with a stick to promote maximal
therapeutic efficacy.

Cancer treatment might benefit from other lessons from the
challenges of fighting corruption in the economic and political
spheres. Wedel (Wedel, 2012) describes the history of the
anticorruptionmovement that emerged at the end of the cold war
and found expression in Wolfensohn’s speech to the World Bank
in 1996. Of its four central assumptions, we find it remarkable
that three (except for the focus on public rather than private
sector corruption) have close parallels with cancer treatment, and
propose that questioning these assumptions might provide new
guidance for treatment.

1. Corruption happens to “the Other.” Anticorruption efforts
generally focus on distant nations with very different cultures
from the centers of economic power. Not only do those of
us fortunate enough to not have faced cancer tend to think
“it can’t happen to me,” but one can imagine that the body
itself sees an incipient cancer as happening elsewhere, rather
than permeating the entire system. Treatment that revives the
control mechanisms throughout the body, including sites of
potential metastases, could stop the spread of cancers.

2. Corruption is about bribery to individuals, often at lower
levels, rather than the system, and is illegal. Cancer treatment
focuses on cells within the tumor itself, and on ways that
cancers “break the rules” rather than on how they reshape the
body at all levels. Like much corruption, such as campaign
contributions, what cancers do is perfectly legal, and focusing
on consequences and mechanisms of corruption could be
more effective than a limited set of broken rules.

3. Corruption can be measured. This simple assumption reflects
the famous saying by business management guru Peter
Drucker, “If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it.”
Indices, often derived from polls of business and political
leaders with their own biases, make corruption easy to
publicize in the media and compare across countries. As we
have seen, indices are subject to Campbell’s Law, effectively
corrupting the evaluation mechanism itself. Treatments based
on indices like specific biomarkers are subject to the same
logic, favoring tumors that evade the evaluation mechanism
itself (Staňková et al., 2019). More flexible cancer treatments
can anticipate the evasion that can emerge when we use a
specific marker to trigger treatment.

These approaches to corruption depend on the complexity of the
signaling system. Ants in small colonies with individual foragers
require and have fewer layers of control than those with extensive
division of labor, just as smaller organisms like mice require and
have fewer layers of cancer control than humans and elephants.
We expect all aspects of control, ranging from costs, benefits, and
enforcement to the modular structure of networks to also differ.
It is possible that the challenges of extrapolating treatments from
mice to humans are due as much to differences in these structural
aspects as they are to differences in molecular details.

A different sort of modification of network functioning
emerges with aging. The simultaneous degradation of signaling
and of the full set of control systems likely causes the rapid
increase of most cancers with age (DeGregori, 2018), and our
treatments need to reflect this slow corruption of the integrity of
the system. The danger of corruption in increasingly entrenched
bureaucracies could reflect a similar process. As institutions
develop into ever more complicated structures, corruption itself
may become more unequal because only the privileged and
well-connected can even figure out how to be corrupt.

In the long run, these general ideas need to be made
concrete with mathematical models that build on the literature
of corruption (Rose-Ackerman, 1975) and take a more
comprehensive view of cancer that includes resources, signaling,
and enforcement mechanisms in a framework that generates
unexpected novelty (Adler and Gordon, 2019). When these
models are linked to specific cancers, mechanisms, and
treatments, they can be used to propose improved approaches to
therapy that seek to restore balance to the whole patient.
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